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A new LitRPG series set in a virtual world of an online MMORPG game! The ads
enthused, "The virtual lands of Mirror World await you! Live out your most secret
dreams in our world of Sword and Sorcery! Become a Great Wizard or a Famous
Warrior! Build your own castle, tame a dragon, conquer a kingdom! All those desperate,
lonely and insecure - Mirror World offers you a chance!" But Oleg isn't meant to
become a great wizard or a famous warrior. He'll never have a castle of his own.
Neither will he ever tame a dragon. And he's definitely not the type to conquer a
kingdom, however virtual it may be. Oleg is doomed to toil away in the recesses of
Mirror World's mines. His goal is to raise enough money for a heart transplant for his
dying six-year-old daughter. The clock is ticking. Will he make it?
Why didn't the ancient Greeks or Romans wear pants? How did they shave? How likely
were they to drink fine wine, use birth control, or survive surgery? In a series of short
and humorous essays, Naked Statues, Fat Gladiators, and War Elephants explores
some of the questions about the Greeks and Romans that ancient historian Garrett
Ryan has answered in the classroom and online. Unlike most books on the classical
world, the focus is not on famous figures or events, but on the fascinating details of
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daily life. Learn the answers to: How tall were the ancient Greeks and Romans? How
long did they live? What kind of pets did they have? How dangerous were their cities?
Did they believe their myths? Did they believe in ghosts, monsters, and/or aliens? Did
they jog or lift weights? How did they capture animals for the Colosseum? Were there
secret police, spies, or assassins? What happened to the city of Rome after the Empire
collapsed? Can any families trace their ancestry back to the Greeks or Romans?
Perhaps the hardest thing about following Christ is translating our good intentions into
deeds. Christ calls us, and we yearn to answer him, but time and again we lose resolve.
Is discipleship really possible today? Many of the selections in this book offer answers
to specific needs or problems. Others grapple with broader themes such as world
suffering, salvation, and the coming of the kingdom of God. All of them pulsate with
conviction and compassion, giving fresh hope to those who find themselves lonely or
disheartened in the daily search to follow Christ. J. Heinrich Arnold served for many
years as elder of the Bruderhof, a Christian communal movement. "Discipleship"
contains writings, letters, and talks from his forty years of service as pastor, marriage
counselor, educator, and parent.
How To Turn Your Passion For Coffee Into Your Means Of Living If you hate your job or
hate your current cooking position and want to take control of your career, then starting
a coffee shop is right for you. You can create the income you want, all while using your
passion for coffee! In this up to date A-Z guide, you will learn: How to start your coffee
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shop without hassle How to create the life that you want with a coffee shop 7 mistakes
that most coffee shop owners need to avoid at all cost How to get raving customers
Add To Cart Now To Turn Your Passion Into Your Career
An exciting new voice in romance proves that giving in can be the best way to let go…
Michael Sebastian thought Curacao would be the perfect place to have a little fun in the
sun—and between the sheets. So far, no one has struck his interest, until Sam Anderson
walks into the bar. With one look at his tense body and expensive suit, Michael knows
that this is a man in need of release. And Michael is more than willing to lend a hand.
Shattered by the most intense sex he’s ever had, Sam has to face the facts—one night
with a handsome, dominating stranger is all he gets before returning to the closet he’s
been suffocating in for years. But when Sam starts his new job as the CEO of a failing
technology company, he discovers that Michael is one of his new employees. While
Michael is desperate for another night with Sam, he knows he shouldn’t get involved
with his boss, let alone another man who can’t accept who he is. But as they’re forced
to work together to save the company, the desire sparking between them becomes
impossible to ignore… MATURE AUDIENCE Anna Zabo writes contemporary and
paranormal romance for all colors of the rainbow. She has an MFA in Writing Popular
Fiction from Seton Hill University, where she fell in with a roving band of romance
writers and never looked back. She also has a BA in Creative Writing from Carnegie
Mellon University. She lives in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, which isn’t nearly as boring as
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most people think.
The Daily GrindHow to Open & Run a Coffee Shop That Makes MoneyCreatespace
Independent Publishing Platform
Rebekah Trittipoe is one who knows what it means to "go the distance." This committed
Christian runs-and survives-ultra marathons, which find her on jaunts of up to 100-miles
at a time. Amidst sometimes unthinkable conditions Rebekah-determined to meet her
goal-grinds on. As with her extreme running, Rebekah's dedication to God's Word is
steadfast and focused. Just as she encourages fellow runners to keep their eyes open
to the beauty around them during a trek through challenging terrain, Rebekah inspires
other believers to look for God's revelation not so much in theological treatise but in the
mundane things of life-watching a simple sunrise, pulling weeds, taking in orphaned
kittens, or hauling rocks for a backyard path. Her daily devotions (366 of them, to
encompass leap year) include an inspirational story, a Scripture, and a daily challenge.
She offers these with the mere purpose of helping each of us make our way through the
daily grind-whether that be navigating the nettle-fraught mountainside or sitting at a
desk slogging our way through a work day.

What s it like to live through sports longest season, the 162-game Major League
Baseball schedule? THE GRIND captures the frustration, impermanence, and
glory felt by the players, the staff, and their families from the start of spring
training to the final game of the year; classy baseball writing in the Roger Angell
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or Tom Boswell tradition.
A man discovers that love can show up when you least expect it—and in a much
different form—in this piping-hot romance from the author of Due Diligence and
Just Business. Brian Keppler, owner of Ground N'At, the coffee shop beneath SR
Anderson Consulting, doesn't have time for a relationship. His most recent
girlfriend broke up with him because he'd become married to his shop, which is
falling apart without his favorite barista, Justin. As he struggles to stay afloat, the
arrival of handsome British high-tech whiz Robert Ancroft becomes another
complication. Rob quickly becomes a fixture at the shop with his sharp wit and
easy charm, and Brian soon finds himself looking forward more and more to
Rob's visits—to the point where his heart skips a beat when he walks in. But will
Brian be able to come to terms with his previously unexplored sexual identity and
find happiness now that he has a chance? Praise for the romances of Anna Zabo
See where it all began with a special excerpt from Anna Zabo's Takeover. "Zabo
offers an engaging narrative that ropes readers in from the beginning, addressing
issues of trust, love, sex, and homophobia while also crafting potent sex
scenes."—Library Journal (starred review) "A deliciously erotic and emotional
romance that I would highly recommend even if you're not normally a BDSM
fan."—The Book Vixen "This book was phenomenal. Something about the story
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line and these two men just resonated with me and I really loved their
story."—Smitten With Reading
The daily grind can be exhausting-both physically and mentally. Motivational
speaker Zig Ziglar offers this devotional as an antidote to "jump start" your day!
You can face each weekday morning with a power-packed message and end the
day with encouraging words that will promote restful sleep. Full of motivation and
inspiration, Staying Up, Up, Up in a Down, Down World is a combination of
inspiring vignettes, humorous anecdotes, well-chosen quotes, and relevant
Scriptures. Don't allow yourself to be dragged down by day-to-day trials; instead,
allow the positive words of Ziglar to lift you up each day.
Poems! About your office! We work hard at our jobs, and in return we are
frequently plagued by bad coffee, strange smells, paper cuts, other people, and,
at least once a week, Mondays. So what better way to tackle the absurdities of
the modern workplace--to get a little peace!--than with Zen poetry? In the first
poetry collection to do just that, Office Haiku contains witty haiku divided into
chapters including "Monday Mornings Suck," "Paper Cuts, Office Equipment, and
Other Maladies," "Existential Malaise," "Departmental Meetings," and, of course,
"Anywhere But Here." Informed by a lifetime of work, James Rogauskas's haiku
speak for themselves (and everyone else): Sitting at my desk As proudly as any
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serf On his scrap of dirt. "This has to go out"? And I was waiting for desk Fairies
to type it. I sit wondering; Can someone die of boredom? Only time will tell. If I
could read minds, I would certainly have a Better job than this. "I thought I knew
all the reasons to hate cubicle life, but James Rogauskas have given me a pork
barrel full of laughs to ease my deary Monday mornings. This book should be
required reading for all corporate managers!"--Mary K Witte, author of Redneck
Haiku: Double-Wide Edition
This highly anticipated second edition of The Curriculum Studies Reader retains
key features of the successful first edition while incorporating an updated
introduction and new, timely essays. Grounded in historical essays, the volume
provides context for the growing field of curriculum studies, reflects upon the
trends that have dominated the field, and samples the best of current
scholarship. This thoughtful combination of essays provides a survey of the field
coupled with concrete examples of innovative curriculum, and an examination of
contemporary topics like HIV/AIDS education and multicultural education.
The Daily Grind:How WorkersNavigate the Employment Relationship introduces
students to the tensions between labor and management within the U.S.
employment relationship and explores how workers, operating in a socially and
culturally structured system of capitalism, are influenced and manipulated by
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economic institutions and polity which exploit, devalue, and dehumanize workers
in the name of corporate profit. The text covers how the American work ethic of
the early nineteenth century helped shape the current perspective on the labormanagement relationship, and how, over time, the Protestant and patriarchal
influences of that period have countered the collective actions of workers in
profound ways. The text further explores the effect of societal, cultural, and
economic structures, both global and local, which limit workers’ ability to achieve
the "American Dream" and result in depressed economic conditions and
discouraged workers. The text’s focus on the current economic inequality and
lack of social mobility challenges the current neoliberal ideology that capitalism is
the best economic system. The overarching framework for The Daily Grind: How
Workers Navigate the Employment Relationship is situated in Labor Process
Theory (LPT) which explores the control and resistance dichotomy between labor
and management, the systematic deskilling of the workforce in order to increase
production and increase owners’ profits, and examines conflict over control of
the labor process. An extension of Marxist theory about the organization of work,
LPT explores the employment relationship, the control of work, the payment of
work, the skills necessary for work, and the facilitation of work.
FORMICHELLI/CIG START RUN COFFEE BA
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Unlike some other reproductions of classic texts (1) We have not used
OCR(Optical Character Recognition), as this leads to bad quality books with
introduced typos. (2) In books where there are images such as portraits, maps,
sketches etc We have endeavoured to keep the quality of these images, so they
represent accurately the original artefact. Although occasionally there may be
certain imperfections with these old texts, we feel they deserve to be made
available for future generations to enjoy.
This is a book about recovery. Not recovery from drugs, alcohol, or surgery, but
recovery from the numerous and relentless demands we face in handling our
everyday obligations. These demands take a toll on us. Regardless of whether
they come from paid employment, caring for young children, looking after elderly
parents, or trying to get through graduate school, our daily obligations weigh
heavily on us. They deplete our energy. They drain us of motivation. They leave
us feeling weary and exhausted. If you tend to feel worn out and want to know
how to replenish yourself, this book is for you. We should be able to recover from
our daily obligations during our downtime. But many of us don’t. In this book we
will explain why downtime is inadequate for helping us recharge our batteries,
and present you with an effective alternative. Recent scientific developments
from around the globe have shed light on the processes that reverse the draining
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effects of our obligations and help us successfully recover in our leisure time. Not
only that, research also reveals that when effective recovery occurs it not only
recharges our batteries, but makes us feel happier, makes us healthier, and
makes us better at handling the demands that drained us in the first place. We
call this boosting to reflect the multi-pronged benefits of successful recovery. In
this book we draw on the most cutting-edge science to explain how to transform
our ineffective downtime into valuable uptime. Uptime is the time away from our
obligations that successfully satisfies the factors that lead us to feel replenished,
recharged, recovered, and gives us a boost. Praise for Boost: “Boost has deep
implications for everyone” ~ From the Foreword by Shawn Achor, New York
Times, bestselling author of Big Potential and The Happiness Advantage “This
book is bound to change your life! Writing in an informative, and highly engaging
style, Gruman and Healey bring to light a revolutionary new way of dealing with
the intensity of everyday obligations. This is by far one of the most
comprehensive integrations of modern science and seasoned wisdom in positive
psychology. I highly recommend this book.” ~ Mirella De Civita, PhD President of
Papillon MDC, Founder of Grand Heron International, author of The Courage to
Fall into Life "'Boost' does just that! It gives you a lift! This book provides practical
and encouraging examples of how to re-energize in the midst of our challenged
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and time pressured lives. An enjoyable and extremely beneficial read." ~ Chris
Kotsopoulos CEO, Children’s Wish Foundation of Canada "Do you want to know
how to recharge? Boost is a must read for you. This fantastic book helps those of
us wanting to understand the impact of replenishing ourselves on enhancing our
connections, productivity, and happiness, and provides strategies to seriously
improve the quality of our lives." ~ Lola Bendana Director, Multi-Languages
Corporation “In the age of doing more with less, what every busy working person
needs most is proven, practical strategies for staying productive and focused.
This book delivers. After all I’ve read and heard about the energy crisis in
today’s workplace, Boost told me a lot I didn’t know—and will apply, starting
now.” ~ Rona Maynard Former Editor of Chatelaine, Author of My Mother’s
Daughter “In today’s world of smartphones, tablets, and relentless connectivity,
it is almost impossible to find a reprieve from the stresses of our day to day lives.
Gruman and Healey provide clear, well articulated, evidence-based guidance in
their expertly written book. Boost is an essential read for anyone looking to live
life to the fullest.” ~ Marie-Helene Budworth, PhD Associate Professor, School of
Human Resource Management, York University
Work isn't supposed to be a four-letter word! Does the work you do matter to
you? Are you unsure what you want to do for a living? Are you in the right place
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but looking to advance? No matter where you are in your career, you were born
to do work you love. National bestselling author and career expert Ken Coleman
was stuck in an unfulfilling career until he realized he didn’t have to be. In his
latest book, he draws on what he learned from his own ten-year journey as well
as from coaching thousands of others to walk you through the seven stages to
discovering and doing meaningful work. Relevant to any job or industry, you’ll
learn step-by-step how to: Get Clear on the work you were uniquely made to do
and why. Get Qualified to do the work you were created for. Get Connected with
the right people who can open the doors to your dream. Get Started by
overcoming the emotions and mistakes that often hold people back. Get
Promoted by developing winning habits and traits. Get Your Dream Job by doing
work you love and accomplishing results that matter to you. Give Yourself Away
by expanding the dream to leave a legacy. This is your moment. You are needed,
and you were made to contribute. It’s time to exit the daily grind and use your
talents to start living your dream once and for all.
Are you the unhappy type? Always getting sad and angry at yourself? I want you
to know that happiness is totally up to you, it comes from within. To create your
own happiness, it's your full responsibility then if the world contributes, it's a
bonus. When you are happy, you have a meaningful life, you make your actions,
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your choices, and your moments count. Guccione Marco, the author, describes in
this book how staying happy can be the only key or way to breaking out when
one is stuck in this life that is full of stress and work. He focuses on finding true
happiness in our day to day activities. How happiness can make you the fulfil
being you have always wanted to be. If you must know, life is the waves in the
ocean of being. Sometimes, that ocean is calm and other times there are storms
brewing. No matter what life brings remember it's your life and you deserve to be
happy. This book further discusses "Happiness" as a line of life that must be
followed. Its expresses the basic principles of happiness and how you can attain
true happiness that will flow from within. Also, it teaches how to stay happy no
matter the challenges you are facing. Getting this book will definitely change your
life. It is the real and the best guide book on how to be happy and stay happy.
Don't miss out, you merit true happiness. Your happiness is your full
responsibility!!!
Happiness is not about wishful thinking, good luck, or avoiding negative thoughts.
In fact, the only path to true happiness requires seeing challenges as
opportunities and discovering emotional strength during times of struggle. In
other words, it's about resilience. Resilience is a quality most of us want to
possess. The big issue is that no one knows how to access it in their day-to-day
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life. We understand that it's important, that it's crucial even, but it seems like an
ephemeral thing that you either have or you don't. How we actually attain the
skills to become resilient has been left out of the conversation. Until now. In 21
Days to Resilience, Dr. Zelana Montminy, a leading expert in positive
psychology, offers a practical, science-backed toolkit to develop your capacity to
handle whatever life throws your way—and thrive. Each day of her powerful
program, Dr. Montminy introduces a key trait necessary to improve resiliency and
enhance wellbeing, such as gratitude, focus, playfulness, self-respect, and
flexibility, then provides three simple tasks to accomplish that day—one in the
morning, one during the day, and one in the evening. In addition, the book offers
a "Take Stock" section that will help you gauge your current level of skill and
each chapter ends with a "Lifelong" exercise that offers ways to build the skill as
needed to keep your resiliency muscles strong. Dr. Montminy writes, "Being
resilient does not mean that you won't encounter problems or have difficulties
overcoming a challenge in your life. The difference is that resilient people don't
let their adversity define them. At its core, resilience is about being capable and
strong enough to persevere in adverse or stressful conditions—and to take away
positive meaning from that experience. Living with resilience is more than just
bouncing back; it is about shifting our perceptions, changing our responses, and
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growing from them." Combining proven science, unique exercises, and insights
from real-life experience, 21 Days to Resilience lays the foundation for happiness
and shows you how to build your strength to carry you through the rest of your
life.
This practical guide to starting a new business skips past the MBA and goes right
to the nuts and bolts of building a successful, self-sustaining company. In Grind,
Michael J. McFall, co-CEO of BIGGBY® COFFEE, helps readers identify the
common-sense strategies needed to turn their start-up ideas into positive-cash
flow businesses. Dispensing with the notion that potential business owners
require a formal education, he outlines several fundamental areas of importance,
keying in on hustle, self-evaluation, and commitment. Having risen from a
minimum-wage barista to build a company with over 250 stores in 9 states,
McFall writes with the authority of hard-fought achievement. In addition to his
calls for "personal due diligence," he goes into detail about crucial business
drivers, speaking from his personal and professional experience and including
examples of hits and misses along the way. ?Readers will be pleased to find that
McFall avoids sophisticated descriptions of processes and theories, retaining a
down-to-earth approachability throughout the book. Filled with anecdotes, ideas,
and calls to action, Grind provides the insight and expertise aspiring business
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owners require to reach profitability.
Power—God’s power. You’ve got to have it to stand strong in these times and
become who God says you are. Daily Power will help you develop a consistent,
daily pursuit of Jesus that releases his power in your life. These 365 brief
devotions by pastor and New York Times bestselling author Craig Groeschel
deliver what no instant energy drink can: strength and insight for the here-andnow of your life, your marriage, your workplace, family matters, temptations,
hopes and dreams, possibilities and decisions. Groeschel shares wisdom from
personal experience as a spouse, parent, son, and pastor that can help you write
your own life story the way you’d like it to read. Each devotion includes a
Scripture quote, a short reading, and a simple prayer to connect you with God.
You’ll get honest talk, simply told stories your heart will own, and truth wrapped
in a grin. “You know how we grow? We practice daily,” Groeschel writes. Daily
Power is here to guide and inspire you on your journey.
A practical guide to opening and running a successful Independent Coffee Shop, essential
reading for all Entrepreneurs. Don't open your coffee shop until you have read this How to
select your coffee shop location How to get a great team for your coffee shop How to provide
WOW service How to choose what to sell in your coffee shop The importance of a good layout
in your coffee shop How to choose the equipment for a new coffee shop How to run your
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coffee shop How to keep in financial control of your coffee shop How to sell your coffee shop
The coffee shop success formula This is a highly practical book with very sound advice.
Andrew & Claire are hugely experienced in the industry, and more importantly over several
locations. So make sure you read it with a marker pen in your hand. Take all of their advice - it
might just prevent you from making some very expensive mistakes.' John Richardson - The
Coffee Boys 'Straight forward, independent, no-nonsense advice is not easy to find. This is a
must read book for every budding and existing coffee shop entrepreneur. Even if you do not
own a coffee shop, read it for great business advice.' Martyn Herriott - Beverage Standards
Association Andrew & Claire Bowen opened their first franchised coffee shop in 2007, after
leaving senior roles in retail and healthcare. Within eighteen months they had opened three
outlets and had over 1m turnover. In 2011 they developed their own independent format, which
they continue to run. They support coffee shop owners worldwide as founders of Cafe Success
Hub."
The daily grind - its countless little disappointments and discouragements - can wear down
even the most steadfast believer. Respected teacher and devotional writer Charles Swindoll
offers an energizing remedy. Drawing on the comforting and inspiring words of the Psalms and
the Book of Proverbs, these 52 weeks of scriptural readings and reflections help readers name
- and disarm - the damaging power of day-to-day cares. Worry, fear, temptation, financial
difficulties, uncertainty, discontentment, grief, inner turmoil, dealing with difficult people, and
much more - all these headaches and heartaches are effectively countered with Swindolls'
clear insight and the Scripture's strong counsel. Readers will see how God can transform even
the most demanding circustances into daily reasons for joy, fulfillment, and growth. The
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Christian life can be as triumphant as it was meant to be! Powerful and practical, here is fresh
confidence and unshakable hope for all who are struggling to live beyond the daily grind.
Daily Grace for the Daily Grind is a daily devotional. It follows the calendar with respect to
holidays, special days and seasons. It contains a Scripture Index and a Topic Index for those
who wish to use it as a source for Bible Study or sermon material.
In today’s new economy—in which “good” jobs are typically knowledge or technology
based—many well-educated and culturally savvy young people are instead choosing to pursue
traditionally low-status manual labor occupations as careers. Masters of Craft looks at the
renaissance of four such trades: bartending, distilling, barbering, and butchering. In this
engaging book, Richard Ocejo takes you into the lives and workplaces of these people to
examine how they are transforming once-undesirable jobs into “cool” and highly specialized
upscale occupations. He shows how they find meaning in these jobs by enacting a set of
“cultural repertoires,” resulting in a new form of elite taste-making. Focusing on cocktail
bartenders, craft distillers, upscale men’s barbers, and whole-animal butcher shop workers in
Manhattan, Brooklyn, and upstate New York, Masters of Craft provides new insights into the
stratification of taste, the spread of gentrification, and the evolving labor market in today’s
postindustrial city.
For fifty years, Anna Schlemmer has refused to talk about her life in Germany during World
War II. Her daughter, Trudy, was only three when she and her mother were liberated by an
American soldier and went to live with him in Minnesota. Trudy's sole evidence of the past is
an old photograph: a family portrait showing Anna, Trudy, and a Nazi officer, the
Obersturmfuhrer of Buchenwald. Driven by the guilt of her heritage, Trudy, now a professor of
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German history, begins investigating the past and finally unearths the dramatic and
heartbreaking truth of her mother's life. Combining a passionate, doomed love story, a vivid
evocation of life during the war, and a poignant mother/daughter drama, Those Who Save Us
is a profound exploration of what we endure to survive and the legacy of shame.
"Choose your way to a perfect day with this adventurous book full of personality, tongue-incheek wordplay, and gorgeous illustrations. From small-talk to dating to death,In A Daze
Workis an exciting, playful new spin on the minute and mundane decisions that make up your
daily life. Each flip of the page puts you in control of the story: Will you stay in or go out? Do
you wake up or sleep in? How will you navigate a bad date, or a party full of cookie-cutter
couples (available in vanilla flavor only)? More important, where will your decisions take you?
Bringing humor and sly self-reflection to the humdrum details of adulthood, this relatable visual
journey will help you find the extraordinary (or at least hilarious) moments in any day of the
week. ---- *Features American Illustrationaward-winning art"-A Hoosier to die for? When vintage cookware and cookbook collector Jaymie Leighton spies
an original 1920s Hoosier brand kitchen cabinet at an estate auction, it’s love at first sight.
Despite the protests of her sister that the 19th-century yellow-brick house they share in
Michigan is already too cluttered with Jaymie’s “junk,” she successfully outbids the other
buyers and triumphantly takes home her Hoosier. But that night on the summer porch where
they’ve left the Hoosier to be cleaned up, a man is murdered, struck on the head with the steel
meat grinder that is part of the cabinet. Who is this stranger—and what was he doing on their
porch? Does his death have anything to do with the Hoosier? As the police struggle to
determine the man’s identity, Jaymie can’t help doing a little digging on her own,
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accompanied by her three-legged Yorkie Poo, Hopalong. But in her bid to uncover the truth
about the hidden secrets of the Hoosier, Jaymie may be the one who ends up going,
going…gone.

How do you begin your day? All of us have our daily rituals, which have a way of
influencing the rest of our day. In her book, The Daily Grind: GOD With Your
Coffee, author Susan Ward Diamond shares stories and reflections gleaned from
years of praying and meditating early each morning over a cup of coffee. Begun
as a personal spiritual discipline, Diamond began sharing her Thoughts for the
Day with her congregation by email. Before long, her meditations had made their
way around the globe, encouraging others on their life journey to experience
Gods joyful, unconditional love each day. Sometimes painful, sometimes
humorous, always honest, you will find yourself in the stories this pastor has to
share. Story is the common thread that binds us to one another. As the great
novelist Willa Cather said, There are only two or three human stories, and they
go on repeating themselves as fiercely as if they had never happened before.
Life is difficultin fact, at times it can feel like a grind. But when God is invited into
the daily-ness of our lives, we begin to find a blend that is filled with a marvelous
aroma! The Daily Grind: GOD with Your Coffee will be a great addition to your
daywhatever time of the day you choose to read it.
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Swindoll offers amazingly fresh insights about how to live with inexplicable joy in
spite of the daily grind. Yes, despite that, choose joy!
One of Christianity's most beloved pastors walks readers through the book of
Psalms, helping them to live its comfort and promises in the face of life's
relentless daily grind. We all have those days--when little problems become
crises, when doubt begins to overwhelm belief, when exhaustion hits and
happiness escapes. And the book of Psalms offers words of strength and comfort
for those troublesome times. In this remarkably down-to-earth study of selections
from Psalms, one of Christianity's foremost pastors and authors explores such
pressing themes as fear of the unknown, discouragement and worry, how to
handle difficult people and what to do when God is silent. Combining his
trademark illustrations and insights with favorite passages from this beloved Bible
book, Charles Swindoll offers up a work that will help readers live the Psalms as
never before. Here is practical inspiration and victorious affirmation to get anyone
through life's daily grind. Drawn from previous best-selling works, adapted for the
21st-century reader
“I have long thought that what the Buddha taught can be seen as a highly
developed science of mind which, if made more accessible to a lay audience,
could benefit many people. I believe that Dr. Weiss’s book, in combining such
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insights with science and good business practice, offers an effective mindfulness
based program that many will find helpful.” --His Holiness, the Dalai Lama A
practical guide to bringing our whole selves to our professional work, based on
the author’s overwhelmingly popular course at the Stanford Graduate School of
Business. In today’s workplace, the traditional boundaries between "work" and
"personal" are neither realistic nor relevant. From millennials seeking
employment in the sharing economy to Gen Xers telecommuting to Baby
Boomers creating a meaningful second act, the line that separates who we are
from the work we do is blurrier than ever. The truth is, we don’t show up for our
jobs as a portion of ourselves—by necessity, we bring both our hearts and our
minds to everything we do. In How We Work, mindfulness expert and creator of
the perennially-waitlisted Stanford Business School course "Leading with
Mindfulness and Compassion" Dr. Leah Weiss explains why this false dichotomy
can be destructive to both our mental health and our professional success. The
bad news, says Weiss, is that nothing provides more opportunities for negative
emotions—anxiety, anger, envy, fear, and paranoia, to name a few—than the
dynamics of the workplace. But the good news is that these feelings matter. How
we feel at and about work matters—to ourselves, to the quality of our work, and
ultimately to the success of the organizations for which we work. The path to
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productivity and success, says Weiss, is not to change jobs, to compartmentalize
our feelings, or to create a false "professional" identity—but rather to listen to the
wisdom our feelings offer. Using mindfulness techniques, we can learn how to
attend to difficult feelings without becoming subsumed by them; we can develop
an awareness of our bigger picture goals that orients us and allows us to see
purpose in even the most menial tasks. In How We Work, Weiss offers a set of
practical, evidence-based strategies for practicing mindfulness in the real world,
showing readers not just how to survive another day, but how to use ancient
wisdom traditions to sharpen their abilities, enhance their leadership and
interpersonal skills, and improve their satisfaction.
Since its first appearance, Life in Classrooms has established itself as a classic
study of the educational process at its most fundamental level.
I pray that those who read this book won't be afraid to be confronted, and I trust
that the word of God that comes to them through it will bring true comfort, true
consolation, true hope, and true courage. -Henri J.M. Nouwen
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